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MICHELLE MAKINSON: As we spent time putting together the chart of all the factual...the five ways
to represent the fractions, right? And so now you're going to pick with your partner. So Michael and
Jakob, uh, Nathan and Giovanni, come to the front again. You can leave your materials there, just
bring a pencil. I have paper up here already. Okay. So you're going to, based upon part of the
presentation we saw, based upon your work so far, um, everything you've heard about fractions,
you're going to have an opportunity to share out, change or modify one grouping of your choice from
your chart. So each partner is going to pick a different grouping and you're...literally, because they're
on the tape loops, you can move them onto your poster. Does that make sense? So you're going to
move the whole set over to your poster, but you're not going to move the gold justification cards.
You're going to leave those on your chart. Does that make sense? So how many cards will you move?
STUDENT: Three.
STUDENTS: Five.
MICHELLE MAKINSON: Five. Five cards without the justification cards. Okay? And you'll put them all
on your construction paper, and then you're going to answer some questions related to those. Each
one of the partners is going to pick one row that they want to change, modify, explain. And you're
going to answer these questions: Why did you select this grouping? And so on the actual, you're
basically making a poster about that row. So you're not going to write the question down but you're
going to use the sentence stem “I selected this grouping because,” and then finish the thought. Does
that make sense? Complete sentences.
Then the second question is: How do you know that all the cards represent the same quantity? “I
know that all the cards represent the same quantity because,” and then finish that sentence. Nod your
head if that is making sense. No, it's not making sense?
STUDENTS: Yeah.
MICHELLE MAKINSON: So nod your head. Okay. When sharing your work with other pairs, what did
you learn from the discussion? Remember when you shared your charts with another group? What
did you learn from that? So when I shared my chart with another partnership, I learned "blank:"
multiple things, possibly, from the discussion. Does that make sense? So you're picking a row from
your own chart that you think you want to change, or modify, explain. Right? To show your thinking.
Does that make sense?
STUDENT: Yeah.
MICHELLE MAKINSON: Okay. So we're going to get your charts to you. All right, so you need to be
opening up your chart and looking at the different rows. And each partner will take a different row to
put onto their yellow construction paper, and then answer those questions in complete sentences.
Explaining your thinking. Good job, JT. Okay, so you can pick any. You can move it over so he can
start working. Make sure you get your name and number on this yellow paper, please.
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STUDENT: I selected this grouping because it's the first one I saw. I know this card...these cards
represent the same quantity because they all have to do with one out of two equal parts. When I
shared my...I'm still working on the next one.
STUDENT: I selected this grouping because it has equivalent fractions. I know that all the cards
represent the same quantity because they all represent two fourths, which equals one half. When I
shared my chart with other partner, partners...I'm not finished with that one yet.
STUDENT: And I know because you need to really think about what you're doing when you...when
you, like, do all these answers because you don't want to get them wrong.
STUDENT: I selected this grouping because this is easy to explain. I know the cards represent the
same quantity because all of them are equal to two...equal to two sixths, except the number line, and
it is equivalent to two sixths. When I shared my chart I learned that the number line doesn't have to be
two sixths. It can be, uh, it can be something else as long as it's equivalent to two sixths.
STUDENT: And I know that all the cards represent the same quantity because they are all eight
twenty-fourths. And when I shared my chart with another partnership I learned that not all the answers
were the same.
STUDENT: I selected this grouping because it is the most basic -- well, in my point of view. And I
know all these match because there is five, five here that are four-sided, and it's a...and there was
kind of here in total. So there's five out of ten, and right here is ten out of five, and right here is...this is
zero, this is one. And right there is the middle and five tenths -- that's pretty much obvious. So,
would...I'm still... So I know all of these cards match because, because they're...if you just look at
them all, they mean the exact same thing, or in our case, five tenths.
STUDENT: I selected this grouping because I'm familiar with these fractions. I know that all the cards
represent the same quantity because each card has the same numerator of two and the denominator
of four.
STUDENT: I selected this grouping because there is great quantity fractions, and I know that all the
cards represent the same quantity because (inaudible) and then I'm going to finish.
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